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When a new paper is completed, choosing a good conference or journal in
which to publish this new paper is of critical importance to all researchers.
Authors often make their decision based on the topics suitability between
the paper content and target venues, the likelihood of getting accepted into
the venues, the publication history of the authors and other reasonable con-
siderations. A good number of works do content-based analysis to match
the topics of the paper and target venues. Such approaches often use full
texts, abstracts along with other meta data. The main challenge, for this
line of works, is to resolve topic ambiguity because many venues share sim-
ilar topics and topics evolve over time. Another line of works are network-
based approaches, which make recommendations using co-author networks
and author-venue links in the bibliographic information networks. However,
we have not yet seen a general framework that incorporates a broad range
of both content-based features and network-based features, which are poten-
tially capable of delivering more information to help solve the problem.
In this thesis, we propose a general framework to automatically find ap-
propriate venues for a new paper using a heterogeneous information network
approach. First, meta path-based topological features are systematically ex-
tracted from the underlying bibliographic network. Then, a supervised model
is used to learn the weights associated with different topological features
in deciding the most suitable venues. Experiments on Microsoft Academic
Graph(MAG) datasets show that our new approach consistently outperforms
existing works by venue prediction accuracies. Results also show that not
only topics information but authors’ networks and publication history are
important factors in the the problem of which venue to submit a new pa-
per, we further tell from our experiments results that different authors have
different influence over the final choice of venues.
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It is one of the most important goals of every researcher to publish papers
in good conferences or journals, because the quality and quantity of a re-
searcher’s publications is a key measurement of their research productivity
and is often used to determine whether or not she will get promoted or funded
in future. Though mature researchers may have a target venue in mind before
they finish their work. In many other cases, it’s not an easy task for many
researchers to choose the right publication venues for their new papers, es-
pecially for young researchers and those who are entering a new field. There
are several factors one would need to consider before making this decision:
• Does this paper address closely related topics or methodologies that
are of the interests of the target venue?
• How is the reputation of this venue?
• Have authors of this paper successfully published papers in this venue
before?
• Is the quality of this paper good enough to be accepted into this venue?
• What is the location of this venue?
• What is the deadline of this venue?
As a result, while every researcher is aware of a few top notch venues of
her specific fields of studies, in many cases, choosing a suitable venue for a
new paper could be a challenging task especially given the fact that we are
having more and more publication venues every year. Take the venues in
computer science as an example, there are more than 2000 venues according
to Yang et al. [20] and still counting. Of course, we can further categorize
them according to subfields, like Database Systems, Data Mining, Informa-
tion Retrieval, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence and etc., the number
of venues in each of these subfields can still range from a few dozens to a few
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hundreds, overwhelming for most researchers. In fact, even for mature re-
searchers, aiming at an appropriate venue is no easy task, since topic trends
evolve and many venues compete for good quality papers because they accept
papers with similar subjects. Besides, venues especially top ones maintain
a low level of accepted rate. Based on all theses considerations, developing
a venue recommendation system to help researchers with their publication
choice is highly desirable. In the past few years, we have seen several works
that approach this problem from different aspects [20, 10, 11]. These works
utilize different data available including but not limited to authors, titles,
venues of existing papers, abstracts, citations, full text of paper contents.
In this work, we propose a general framework based on heterogeneous
information network analysis so that the venue recommendation problem
becomes a link prediction task in the bibliographic information network. It
employed a comprehensive list of heterogeneous topological features to model
the probability of a venue accepting a paper. These meta paths consider a
complicated and comprehensive list of semantic relations that are potentially
useful to solving the problem. The weights of these topological features are
then derived from supervised learning and in essence similar to PathPredict
[16], which models the probability of two authors being co-authors using topo-
logical features and rank author candidates according to their co-authorship
probabilities with the given author.
The main contributions of this work include:
• We proposed a general meta path-based prediction framework to solve
the scientific paper publication recommendation problem and it out-
performed previous works that use similar experiments settings.
• We studied how to combine the prediction power of different meta path
semantics to solve the venue recommendation problem. We also found
what the significant factors are in the venue recommendation problem.
In Chapter 2, we mainly discuss related problems and techniques to rec-
ommender systems and the venue recommendation problem. In Chapter 3,
we formulate the task as a link prediction problem in a bibliographic hetero-
geneous information network and provide related concepts and definitions to
understand the proposed framework. Chapter 4 introduces the meta path-
based venue recommendation framework, which covers feature extraction,
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engineering and modeling. In Chapter 5, we discuss how we construct train-
ing and testing dataset and conduct experiments as well as the evaluations






Recommender systems serve to suggest one or more items to the user from
a set of items. Now, as the term grows into a broader meaning, it is used
to describe systems that provide suggestions or recommendations that could
aid users in making choices out of an overwhelming space of options. Our
problem of suggesting appropriate venues for a new research paper sits natu-
rally in this category: a good venue recommendation system should be able
to suggest a list of venues considering large amount and complicated infor-
mation that may be otherwise hard to fully digest. Before we delve into this
specific problem, it’s helpful to provide some introduction to recommender
systems in general.
Sucessful recommender systems have been built in many applications, for
instance, Linden et al. [8] proposed an item-to-item collaborative filtering
approach to recommend products at Amazon.com; Yoshii et al. [21] built
a hybrid music recommender system that ranks musical pieces using a gen-
erative probabilistic modeling approach. GroupLens [6] recommend usenet
news by collaborative filtering. Davidson et al. [4] built a recommendation
system for Youtube videos. Recommender systems nowadays have become
an integral part of many businesses.
Besides, there also have been works that deal with recommendations in
bibliographic fields. Context-aware citation recommendations [5] and Clus-
Cite [13] recommend citations for papers. Some link prediction task also
can be seen as recommendation problems. PathPredict [16] predict future
co-authors using topological features in the bibliographic heterogeneous in-
formation networks.
Recommender systems use a number of different technologies and we can
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classify these systems into the following groups:
• Collaborative Filtering: Collaborative Filtering methods are the
most studied families of recommendation systems. Its intuition aligns
with how human beings give suggestions: recommend items that similar
users like. Commonly used similarity measurements include Pearson
Correlation Coefficient [14] and Vector Space Similarity [2].
• Content-based: in a content based approach, users and items are
represented by their associated features and recommendations are made
based on user choices in the past. NewsWeeder [7] uses unigram word
tokens as features. Similarity can be established between objects, so the
system can recommend similar items that a user has shown preferences
before. One of the drawbacks of content-based recommender system is
over-specialization, i.e. it usually is not good any recommending things
with some novelty.
• Social-based: social network information has also been shown to be
useful in recommendation tasks. Mei et al. [12] combines topic mod-
eling with social network analysis and shows that social network in-
formation leverages many text mining tasks, for instance, author-topic
analysis, community discovery and topic modeling. Siersdorfer and
Sergei [15] built a recommendation system that predict the utility of
items, users based on the multi-dimensional social environment of a
given user.
• Hybrid Approaches: hybrid approaches use a combination of two or
more techniques to improve the quality of recommendations. Several
systems [3, 18] have demonstrated the power of hybrid approaches in
recommender systems. Since each technique has its pros and cons, most
solutions combine different techniques in order to achieve an optimal
performance.




Yang et al. [20] proposed an approach that mainly uses memory-based recom-
mendation techniques, papers’ similarities are computed according to their
writing styles. Content-free features of styles are extracted and used for
computation. Another of their attempts is to cluster neighbors of the target
papers so that each cluster represents a certain scientific relationship to the
target paper and their contributions to the target paper venue recommen-
dation are optimized. The motivation of their work is that papers as well
as venues are also distinguishable by their writing styles [19]. These featurs
include lexical features, syntactic features and structural features. This line
of work may not generalize well when full paper text is not given. Also, some
conferences may have specific format requirements, thus, using these features
to predict venues can be seen more as a trick rather than a general method.
Luong et al. [10] used social network analysis to explore author network’s
publication history to generate relevant venues. They studied three methods:
Method 1, they recommend the conference that these authors have published
in most often in the past. Based on method 1 in which it allows one highly
published author to dominate the final decision, method 2 further normalized
the count in one conference by the total number of papers he published. In
method 3, they further considered the weight of each co-author relationship:
suppose we would like to study the utility score for author a, if one co-author
of a publishes more often with a, then the contribution of this co-author is
weighted higher versus another co-author who publish less often with a. As
can be seen, this work uses a few different heuristics that are shown to be
helpful to the venue recommendation task. However, are there any other
contributions that can account for the venue recommendation? We do not
know. Thus this approach is still not a generalized solution for the problem.
But since it is a major prior work that exploits social network information in
venue recommendation, we use it as a baseline method in our experiments.
Medvet el al. [11] proposed a topic matching procedure that takes titles
and abstracts as inputs and they tried three methods to do the profile match-
ing. The first method is to do the matching by the distance between paper
profile and conference profile represented by n-grams. This belongs to the
content-based recommendation. The second method mainly uses LDA three
times for learning topics and do recommendations. The third method applies
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LDA + clustering. The performance of this method only qualifies as a base
recommendation engine and the LDA processes need too much supervision.
Also in their LDA runnings, they assume each conference associates with
only one main topic, which is seldom practical in real world.
To overcome the shortcomings of the existing approaches, we propose
a general meta path-based recommendation framework that combines the
power of different semantics carried by meta paths in the underlying het-
erogeneous information networks. In the following Preliminary chapter, we






We formulate the venue recommendation problem as follows:
Let V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} be a set of scientific research publication venues
that are considered in the same or similar area. Given a new paper a, output
a ranked list of suitable venues V ′ = {v′1, v′2, ..., v′k}, where k is a user input
that indicates how many recommendations are needed.
We tackle this problem as a link prediction task in a bibliographic hetergo-
geneous information network. In the next section, we will cover core concepts
and definitions in heterogeneous information network analysis to provide a
solid preliminary knowledge of the proposed approach.
3.2 Key Concepts
In this section, we introduce a few concepts and illustrations in heterogeneous
information bibligraphic networks.
We use Microsoft Academic Graph(MAG)1 which consists of rich informa-
tion for publications, such as authors, venues, titles, affilations, references
and years of publication. We further extract qualify phrases from titles us-
ing the SegPhrase algorithm [9]. The network now consists of 5 entity types:
papers, authors, terms/phrases, venues and affiliations. For the sake of anno-
tation, we use P to represent papers, A to represent authors, T to represent
terms/phrases and V for venues, F to represent Affiliations.
These entity types and relations between them are naturally incoporated
by a heterogeneous information network. We give the following formal defi-
1http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/mag/
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nitions adapted from Sun et al. [17]:
Definition 3.1. MAG Heterogeneous Information Network
The MAG network is a typical heterogeneous network, containing objects
from 5 types of entities: papers (P), venues (i.e., conferences/journals) (V),
authors (A), and terms/phrases (T), Affiliations (F). For each paper p ∈ P ,
it has links to a set of authors, a venue, authors’ affiliations, a set of words
and phrases in the title, a set of citing papers, and a set of cited papers, and
the link types are defined by the relations between them.
Definition 3.2. Network Schema A set of relations exist between the en-
tity types: authors ‘write’ papers, papers ‘written by’ authors; venues ‘pub-
lish’ papers, papers ‘published by’ venues; papers ‘contain’ terms/phrases,
terms/phrases are ‘mentioned by’ papers; papers cite each other. The nodes
are the types of entities and the edges are relations between types.
In heterogeneous information networks, how do we study the interactions
between entities? Two objects can be connected via different paths and
they carry different semantic meanings. For example, two papers can be
connected by the same author: this is a co-author relationship connected by
a paper; two papers can also be connected by a venue: this is a co-publish
relationship connected by a venue; two papers can also be connected by one
citing another: this is a citing relationship. We need to study these paths
in order to learn about the subtlety in the networks and to study various
problems that arise in the networks, so we formally define Meta Path as
follows:
Definition 3.3. Meta Path
A meta path is a path defined on the graph of network schema, it’s denoted
in the form of A1
R1−→ A2 R2−→ · · · → Al+1, which defines a composite relation
R = R1 ◦R2 ◦ · · · ◦Rl between type A1 and Al+1, where ◦ denotes composition
operator on relations.
Definition 3.4. Path Instance
A path instance is a path p = (a1, a2, . . . al+1) between a1 and al+1 that follows
the meta path P if ∀i, ai ∈ Ai
For example, given a meta path P that carries co-author semantics, i.e.
‘Author-Paper-Author’, If a1 and a2 are co-authors for p1, then path a1−p1−
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a2 is a path instance of P . Various measurements have been proposed based





There have been a few different pieces of work that either focus on topic
matching or using co-author network topologies to do venue recommenda-
tions. But arguably, none of the existing approach is a generalized solution
that can account for a sufficient number of potential factors: they either fall
into content-based approach or social network-based approach and we need
a framework that could consider both of them and be able to incorporate
even more potentially useful factors, for instance, citation relations between
papers, affiliations of the main authors and there could be more. Further-
more, we are interested to find what kind of relations may contribute more in
venue recommendations, which is not only useful in venue recommendation
but also helpful in the early authoring process.
Motivated by the needs to incorporate so many different and complicated
semantics in the network, we propose our meta path-based recommendation
model that emploits an extensive list of topological features in the network to
model the probability of publishing a paper in a conference. In the next sec-
tions, we cover the technical details of this model and its feature engineering
processes.
4.2 Venue Recommendation Model
As in many utility-based recommendation model, the final output of the
recommendations is a ranked list of items ranked by their utility score which
measures the matching utility score between users and a list of options. In
this task, the utility function is the probability for a venue vj to publish a
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paper ai and it is modeled as a function of topological features between ai
and vj.
Logistic regression model is used as the prediction model here, because
the conditional distribution y|~x is a Bernoulli distribution and the predicted
values are probabilities and are therefore in the range of (0, 1). For each
training pair (ai, vj), let ~xi,j denote the d+1 dimensional feature vector that
includes a bias term and d topological features for (ai,vj) pair. Suppose yi,j
is the ground truth label of this pair (ai, vj). We assign yi,j = 1 if vj publish
ai and 0 otherwise.







where β is the d + 1 dimensional coefficients associated with the one bias
term and d topological features. We then use Maximum Likelihood Estima-
tion(MLE) to derive the MLE for βˆ which maximizes the likelihood of the





i,j ∗ (1− pi,j)1−yi,j
In the end, we use MLE coefficients to make future predictions of where a
new paper will be published, ranking candidate venues by their respective
probabilities to publish the new paper and take top k of the list, V ′ =
{c1, c2, ..., ck}, where k is a user input.
More details on how we generate training data and make evaluations of the
framework will be covered in the Chapter 5. In the next section, we explain
the feature engineering process in this heterogeneous information network.
4.3 Meta Path-Based Topological Features
As introduced in the Chapter 3, a meta path is a path defined over the
corresponding network schema and it represents a composite relation over the
heterogeneous information network. Meta paths between two entities can be
obtained by doing BFS traversal from one entity to another on the networks.
The measurements on meta paths are then processed as topological features.
Meta paths with lengths less than 4 are extracted and studied because as it
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has been shown in [17], long meta paths may not carry its intended meaning
as semantic relations could be propogated to remote neighbors in longer meta
paths. So we only experiment with relatively short meta paths.
First of all, we introduce all of the meta paths and corresponding topo-
logical features exploited in the our experiments, which can be categorized
in the following four aspects: co-author aspects, topics aspects, affiliation
aspects and citation aspects. A complete list of these topological features
can be found in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: META PATHS UNDER LENGTH 4 BETWEEN PAPER and
VENUE IN THE MAG NETWORK
META PATH ASPECTS SEMANTIC MEANING
P −A1 − P − V Co-authors Venues the first author published before
P −A2 − P − V Co-authors Venues the second author published before
P −A−1 − P − V Co-authors Venues the last author published before
P − T − P − V Topics Venues papers that share terms/phrases went to
P − F − P − V Affilations Venues papers from the same affiliation went to
P → P − V Citations Venues papers cited by a went to
P → P ← P − V Citations Venues papers sharing citations with a went to
There are a number of commonly used meta path measurements in litera-
ture [17]:
• Path Count: path count measure equals to the number of path in-
stances for a given meta path.
PCR = # of path instances
• Normalized Path Count: normalized path count is to consider the
overall connectivity of two entities and use them to discount path mea-
surements. This is to avoid the case in which some highly connected
entities in the network contributing too much if we use path count
alone.
NPCR(a, b) =
PCR(a, b) + PCR−1(b, a)
PCR(a, .) + PCR−1(b, .)






• Symmetric Random Walk: It considers the random walk measures
in two directions.
SRWR(a, b) = RWR(a, b) +RWR−1(b, a)
In our problem settings, meta paths are not necessarily symmetric relations,
so we are not going to consider the inverse path instances, instead, our topo-
logical feature values are primarily based on path counts but we apply our
own modifications as well for this specific task.
Let’s first revisit path count measurement with a concrete example: Ppth
count measures the number of path instances between two objects following
a given meta path, denoted as PCR, where R is the relation from the meta
path. For example, if we are studying how many papers two authors a1 and
a2 publish together, we are actually trying to traverse the graph and figure
out how many path instances with a1 and a2 on both ends along the meta
path A− P −A, the more the path count is, the stronger the co-author link
is.
4.3.1 Co-authors Aspects
The contribution of co-authors in the venue recommendation problem has
been studied in [10], but more in a homogeneous network settings. In our
approach, we study co-author contributions represented by three meta paths:
P − A1 − P − V , P − A2 − P − V and P − A−1 − P − V denoting which
venues the first, second and last author(usually advisor of the main authors)
published respectively. For meta paths with lengths less than 4 these are
most direct topological features to extract.
The intuition of designing these features is that authors of may have some
previous publication history available to indicate their preferences on topics
and venues, although we note that one author may have diverse research
interests and may publish across different venues. If paper a has three au-
thors, a1, a2 and a−1, we study the distributions of papers that these author
published and use these measurements as preferences over candidate venues.
We will study effects of these meta paths in hope of figuring out which
author has more influence in choosing the venue.
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4.3.2 Topics Aspects
We take the titles of papers studied and apply some preprocessing that in-
cludes stop words removal, stemming, digits removal in order to increase the
recall of topic matching. Since phrases are more informative than terms, we
also apply a phrase mining technique SegPhrase[9] to extract quality phrases
from all titles. We finally do BFS traversal for terms and phrases along the
path P − T − P − V .
For example, given the title of a target paper being ‘Scalable Distributed
Stream Processing.’, for each of the 4 terms ‘scalable’, ‘distributed’,‘stream’
and ‘processing’, we find other papers that also mentioned these terms before
and keep track of which venues these paper were accepted. For the identified
phrase ‘stream processing’, we do the same thing.
A careful examination of the path count score for P − T − P − V terms
path reveals that it is essentially accumulated term frequency in a venue
for a title. It will favor venues with more papers accepted in history. We
further argue that not every term should carry the same weight, for instance,
‘application’ should weigh less than ‘database’, because ‘application’ does not
help us distinguish topics of different venues. This prompts us to alleviate
the topic ambiguity brought by term matching. We introduce the definition
of a venue document representation.
Definition 4.1. Venue Document
Venue Document is a document representation for a venue with each accepted
paper’s title being one line in the document.
We define a venue document as in definition 4.1 and we can implement the
TF-IDF weighting idea from Information Retrieval, essentially it works by
determining the relative frequency of words in a specific document compared
to the inversion proportion of that word over the entire documents::
wt,d =
1 + log tft,d
logN/dft
where tft,d denotes the term frequency of term t in document d and dft
denotes the document frequency of term t, i.e. how many documents contain
term t.
Intuitively, we would like to assign higher weights to terms that appear
more often in a document, while we would like to lower the weight if the term
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is a common one across documents. But implementing inverse document
frequency directly may not work very well in our task because given our
venue document representation, most terms in the document appear at least
once in all the venues making it hard to have a reliable discount factor. Thus
inverse document frequency can’t help us find relatively rare words which
are thought to be more informative than common words in most information
retrieval tasks.
This prompts us to think of another way to discount weights for terms that
can’t help us distinguish between similar venues in our candidate list. We
solve this challenge by using a background language model. The background
language model is derived from a venue document in a distant domain. For
instance, if we would like to recommend a paper in Artificial Intelligence
field, we can take a venue document from the Theory field and we count
the term frequency for every term in this background language model, which
serves as the discount factor to term frequency weights. For example, given a
title ‘On the role of artificial intelligence in music research’, we do not expect
terms like ‘role’, ‘research’ to help us make wise venue recommendation,
our background language model approach intuitively discount these terms
more because we expect such common words to appear more often in the
background language model.
wt,d =
1 + log tft,d
1 + log tft,b
where tft,b denotes the term frequency in the background language model.
In this way, common words like ‘application’, ‘method’ will receive more
discounts than informative words like ‘logic’, ‘reinforcement’ or ‘search’ be-
cause they will get dicounted more by the term frequencies in the background
language model.
4.3.3 Affiliations Aspects
Affiliations information may also provide some insightful information: al-
though we may see different authors publishing papers from the same affilia-
tion over the years, the publication tradition and quality may stay relatively
stable. We use the meta path P − F − P − V to study this topological fea-
tures. We take the affiliation of the main author and study its publication
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distribution over the years and use it as a preference over venues.
4.3.4 Citations Aspects
The citations of a paper provides a vivid picture of the background of the
new research paper. We exploited P → P − V and P → P ← P − V which
observed where reference papers went and where papers that share citations
with the new paper went. Of course, we realize that high quality and relevant
papers could be from any good venues, whether citation-based topological
features will benefit venue recommendation or not remains to be seen from
our experiments.
4.4 Rank Encodings
One of the limitations of path count measurements in a prediction setting in
heterogeneous information networks is that they are absolute measurements
instead of relative ones, if we take the co-author aspects features that measure
how many previous papers one author publish in a given conference, produc-
tive or senior authors may have a path count that is significantly greater than
that of a relatively young researchers who might have, for instance, only 1
or even 0 publications in this conference. This may be a nagative effect of
using absolute measurements in heterogeneous information networks, espe-
cially during the supervised training. So we further define Rank Encodings
for path count based measurements in heterogeneous information networks
feature engineering, out experiments show that it has both higher precision
and recall than absolute valued feature sets.
Definition 4.2. Rank Encoding
The rank encoding of a path count based measurement denoted as RankEnc
is an encoding method that converts path count based measurement into its
relative ranks ordered by the raw measurements.
RankEnc =
r(PC) if PC > 0−1 otherwise
17
where PC denotes path count measurement and r(PC) denotes the rank of
path count measurement among all candiate venues.




In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed venue recom-
mendation model and compare it with previous approaches on MAG datasets
through several experiments.
5.1 Data Preparation
The Microsoft Academic Graph database is used to conduct experiments.
This database contains papers, titles, venues, fields, years of publication,
citations and other useful information. Rudimentary processings have been
conducted for author and paper conflation/deduplication and it contains 126
million papers, 11 million unique authors, 1283 conferences and 23K journals.
We conducted our experiments on 3 research areas of computer science:
Data Mining/Management, Artificial Intelligence and Computer Networks.
Our proposed technique is tested on top conferences in each of these subfields,
the candidate conferences in each subfield is taken from Microsoft Academic
Research Top Conferences in the last 5 years. A complete list of conferences
are listed in Table 5.1.
For ease of illustration, we take the conferences in Data Mining/Management
Table 5.1: CONFERENCES IN THREE SUBFIELDS OF COMPUTER
SCIENCE
Subfields Conferences
Data Mining/Database VLDB, WSDM, ICDE, KDD, SIGMOD, CIKM
Artificial Intelligence AAAI, IJCAI, ICML, ICRA, ECAI, UAI
Networks&Communications INFOCOM, MOBICOM,SIGCOMM, VTC,ICC,IPSN,ICNP
to introduce our experimental settings. According to Microsoft Academic
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Table 5.2: BASIC STATISTICS OF DATASETS
Subfields # papers 2015 # papers before 2015 # authors in 2015 papers
Data Mining/Database 1254 8756 3825
Artificial Intelligence 2330 11190 8057
Networks&Communications 3566 20172 12742
Search Top Conferences in Data Mining1, we extracted 6 data mining con-
ferences as listed in Table 5.1. There are 8756 papers before 2015 and 1254
papers in 2015 that belong to these conferences. Statistics of papers in these
areas can be found in Table 5.2.
5.2 Experimentation Settings
There are two phases in our recommendation framework: the training phase
that trains the venue prediction model and the recommendation phrase that
does ranking and output the final recommendations.
5.2.1 Training Phase
We first extract topological features for each paper, conference pair denoted
by (ai, vj) for all studied papers in 2015 as described in Chapter 4. For each
pair, we further add binary response labels :
yi =
1, if vj publish ai0, otherwise (5.1)
Since there is only one true conference for each paper, the size of negative
examples will be 5 times of the size of positive examples. To tackle the
unbalanced class problem, we do under-sampling from the negative example
so that the ratio between positive and negative example is 1:1. On this
dataset, we further split it into 70% training data and 30% validation data.
On the training data, we do 5 folds cross validation to learn the weights
for the venue prediction model. The final performance is reported on the





Using the learned weights from the training phase, we will be able to calculate
the probabilities of associating a paper with a conference in 2015 among the
candidate conferences by equation 4.2. Finally, we rank the conferences by
these probabilities and this ranked list is our final recommendation list.
5.3 Results and Interpretations
In this section, we report the results of our experiments and provide detailed
interpretations.
We evaluate the proposed method with standard metrics used in earlier




where CRk is the correct number of recommendations at top k and TR is the
total number of recommendations. A recommendation for a paper is correct
only when the ground truth venue is in top k.
5.3.1 Experimental Results
In the previous works we discussed in chapter 2, Yang et al. [20] and Medvet
et al. [11] used very different data and experiment settings so instead we
compared our framework with [10], who used homogeneous co-author net-
works topological features to do venue recommendation, this baseline method
is denoted as ‘A baseline’ We implemented another baseline topic matching
method which primarily uses P − T − P − V meta path weighted counts as
explained in Chapter 4, we denote this baseline as ‘T baseline’.
We further generate the rank encodings for conference candidates per topo-
logical feature and use these rank encodings as categorical freatures, as can
be found from Table 5.3, rank encoding feature sets beats the feature sets
that only used raw path count measurements. This shows that the relative
rank encodings as categorical features are comparable measurements to raw
path count based measurements.
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Table 5.3: COMPARISONS OF PATH COUNT AND RANK
ENCODINGS
Subfields F1 for path count F1 for rank encodings
Data Mining/Database 61.35% 69.64%
Artificial Intelligence 76.70% 86.09%
Networks&Communications 73.04% 80.95%
The following experimental results are conducted using the rank feature
encodings. The performance is evaluated by accuracy@N . When N = 1
and N = 2, the results are listed in Table 5.4 and 5.5, it shows that our
heterogeneous information network approach consistently outperforms the
baseline methods that mainly focuses on one single aspects of information.
Interestingly, when we compare the performance of two baseline methods,
we found in data mining and computer networks area the prediction power
of author publication is stronger than terms/phrases matching according to
their performance, while in artificial intelligence area, terms/phrases match-
ing are more helpful towards venue predictions. This further showcases the
necessity to combine various aspects of information.
Table 5.4: Accuracy@1
Research Area A baseline T baseline Our approach
Data Mining/Management 45.87% 36.69% 50.46%
Artificial Intelligence 55.65% 67.23% 77.82%
Computer Networks 50.98% 48.45% 59.14%
Table 5.5: Accuracy@2
Subfield A baseline T baseline Our approach
Data Mining/Management 61.47% 59.94% 70.64%
Artificial Intelligence 60.51% 84.55% 87.70%
Computer Networks 63.07% 74.51% 83.60%
5.3.2 Feature Significance Interpretation
The last question we intend to answer is which topological features are sig-
nificant in deciding venue recommendation and we are able to answer this
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question according to the p-values of the features which indicate the statis-
tical significance of the features in the logistic regression. Reported features
use raw path count based measurements instead of rank encodings because
rank encoding features are categorical features and thus will be given with
respect to each level instead of each aspect, which is what we are more in-
terested in. These are several conclusions on the significance of features:
Table 5.6: SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL OF TOPOLOGICAL FEATURES
META PATH ASPECTS P-VALUE
P −A1 − P − V Co-authors 3.59e− 11
P −A2 − P − V Co-authors 6.53e− 11
P −A−1 − P − V Co-authors < 2e− 16
P − T − P − V Topics < 2e− 16
P − F − P − V Affilations 0.1592
P → P − V Citations 0.3146
P → P ← P − V Citations 0.2512
• Among the co-author aspect features, the first, second and last au-
thor’s contributions are all significant and we find the last author, who
is usually the advisor of the main authors, has a statistically more sig-
nificant influence than the first answer and second authors. This may
be because the last author, who is usually the advisor and thus usually
has longer publication history based on which to make venue choosing
decisions.
• The terms/phrases matching is also a significant feature which shows
that although the venues are similar to each other on subjects, there
are still subtle differences we can keep track of to make wise recom-
mendation suggestions.
• we do not find affiliations or citations aspects contributing significantly




In this work, we incorporated different topological features into recommend-
ing venues for a new research paper. This approach is empirically tested on
conferences from 3 subfields in the computer science domain from MAG. The
results show that our meta path-based method outperforms previous social
network based approaches.
This works also shows that heterogeneous information network analysis is a
strong tool for the venue recommendation task and is able to incorporate both
content based information and network-based topological features. We do
realize that the venue recommendation problem is still a complex problem, as
in many other decision making processes and we do not yet take into account
of all the considerations listed in the introduction chapter, for instance, we
do not yet account for the location or deadline factors of the venues. And we
do not look at the full text or abstract of papers yet, which will be helpful
to provide a better picture of the topics of the new paper. In future, we
would like to improve this general framework so that it is able to digest more
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